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The Guardian’s Terrible Dilemma over Corbyn. Challenge to the “Red Neoliberals”

By Jonathan Cook, September 21, 2015

In  Autumn  2002  the  Observer  newspaper’s  correspondent  Ed  Vul l iamy
found confirmation of a terrible truth many of us already suspected. In a world-exclusive, he
persuaded Mel Goodman, a former senior CIA official who still had security clearance at the
Agency, to go on record that the CIA knew there were no WMD in Iraq. Everything the US
and British governments were telling us to justify the coming attack on Iraq were lies.

Down the Memory Hole: NYT Erases CIA’s Efforts to Overthrow Syria’s Government

By Adam Johnson, September 21, 2015

FAIR has noted before how America’s well-documented clandestine activities in Syria have
been routinely  ignored when the  corporate  media  discuss  the  Obama administration’s
“hands-off”  approach  to  the  four-and-a-half-year-long  conflict.  This  past  week,  two
pieces—one  in  the  New  York  Times  detailing  the  “finger  pointing”  over  Obama’s  “failed”
Syria policy, and a Vox “explainer” of the Syrian civil war—did one better: They didn’t just
omit the fact that the CIA has been arming, training and funding rebels since 2012, they
heavily implied they had never done so.

Guatemala: “Soft Coup” Scenario

By Nil Nikandrov, September 21, 2015

The attacks launched by the United States against Nicolas Maduro, Rafael  Correa, Evo
Morales,  Dilma  Rousseff  and  Christina  Fernandez  are  becoming  increasingly  intensive.
Washington  believes  that  the  fall  of  one  of  them  will  spur  a  domino  effect  across  Latin
America  and  clear  the  continent  from  “populists”.
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Greece — The One Biggest Lie You Are Being Told By The Media

By Global Research News, September 21, 2015

Every  single  mainstream media  has  the  following  narrative  for  the  economic  crisis  in
Greece: the government spent too much money and went broke; the generous banks gave
them money, but Greece still can’t pay the bills because it mismanaged the money that was
given. It sounds quite reasonable, right?

The Media Response to the Growing Influence of the 9/11 Truth Movement.

By Elizabeth Woodworth, September 21, 2015

This more open approach taken in the international media – I could also have included the
Japanese media – might be a sign that worldwide public and corporate media organizations
are positioning themselves, and preparing their audiences, for a possible revelation of the
truth of the claim that forces within the US government were complicit in the attacks – a
revelation  that  would  call  into  question  the  publicly  given  rationale  for  the  military
operations in Iraq, Afghanistan, and Pakistan.
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